
Holy Cross Episcopal  Church
Vestry Meeting

July 20, 2022
Officers:

Sr. Warden: Michael Cobb

Jr. Warden: Lee Stroud

Clerk: Jonathan Graves

Treasurer: Trevor Hursthouse

I. ROLL CALL: 6:33 p.m.

Members present: Michael Cobb, Jeremy Hotalen, Dan Morton, Lee Stroud, Adam Alphin

Treasurer: Trevor Hurthouse

Clerk: Jonathan Graves

Guest: Ellen Wells, Fr. Jerry

II. CALL TO ORDER: 6:33 p.m

Opening Prayer – Adam Alphin

Pastoral Updates

Fr. Jerry visited an Episcopalian who was active her whole life in Massachusetts.  She didn’t say 
one negative thing about the church.  Her daughter is an Episcopalian, and she may come to 
church.  She is a friend of Allison Rankin.

Fr. Jerry mentioned possibly having a going away celebration for Donna and Ed.  They will be 
leaving in August.  Fr. Dunlop was helpful at Holy Cross throughout the years.  Lee suggested 
that Y&F, who are doing breakfast in Aug. could also plan the celebration.   Trevor suggests we 
check with Church of the Good Shepherd as they may be planning something as well.  If not, we 
should invite them to Holy Cross.

Consent Agenda Items
• Minutes from the June Vestry meeting
• Vestry Reports

- Michael (Senior Warden): Senior Warden’s Report
- Lee (Junior Warden): Program Team Report
- Adam: see People and Property Team reports
- Becky: People Team Report
- Dan: see Program Team Report



- Jeremy: see People Team Report
- Krista: see Program Team Report
- Pete: nothing new to report

• Parish Financials, Trevor (Treasurer):
1. Explanation of Financials
2. June – General Ledger Detail
3. June - Statement of Activities
4. June 2020 GL Detail-Exp & Res Accts
5. Insurance Coverage Summary

Krista Moves to approve the consent agenda.  All approved.

Vestry 101 - Michael (None)

III. Business & Discussion Items

1) Model Policies Update - Lee
Finalizing the list of people who need credit/background checks. Lee took part in the Model
Policy Training on 7/20.  Lee has 5 of the 11 modules. Lee passed out information on who
needs to take the training and what is required.  It took Lee 2 ½ hours to take the 5 modules.
She is estimating 5 hours to complete all modules.  She has to have an invitation out to the
people who need to take it by the end of July, and they need to complete it by the end of
Aug. Lee said that the policies will be part of the training modules, so you have to read
through them, and there will be an acknowledgment checkbox for end users to certify.

Jonathan will not be handling Safeguarding anymore.  This will be handled underneath the
Model Policy process owner.

Trevor commented that the language states “recommended”, but Lee clarified that it’s really
“required” because it would not be “recommended” for Youth Directors and Sunday School
teachers.

Michael would like to know if we accomplish all of the background checks, how much it
will cost for each type of check.  Ellen said we should be able to estimate how much we will
be spending once we have the finalized list of people.

2) Insurance Coverage – Trevor
Trevor sent an updated summary of our Insurance Coverage.  Last year the vestry discussed
increasing this coverage from 1 million to 4 million.  If the vestry did decide to increase this
coverage, it would be an extra $389.  This would put us over budget for the year.  Trevor
would like Dan Morton’s input.  The representative from the insurance company reviewed
our property (St. Francis Way, Playground, Memorial Garden) perhaps it should be raised
from 1 - 4 million.  Ellen asked what value we would receive for the extra dollars.  Trevor
clarified that if we were sued, we would be covered up to 4 million.



Jonathan clarified that this was just revised at is HOA.   We the increase in the cost of
property, etc. it was prudent for them to reconsider their coverage.

Dan mentioned that umbrella policies are relatively cheap for the return but didn’t
necessarily anticipate an exposure that would exceed 1 million.  Trevor asked Dan if it was
prudent to call other parishes to see what they are doing for coverage.  Dan clarified that the
property/needs vary so wildly that it may not be beneficial to seek this information.

The vestry continued to weigh the pros and cons of the increased insurance but ultimately
determined that more information was required to make a final determination.

Trevor will take on the task to call the insurance company and follow up with Dan.  They
will make a recommendation to the Vestry.

3) Calendar Updates – Jonathan
Jonathan has scheduled over 30 events.  He has migrated everything to a Google Calendar so
that it is easier for administration.  The Google Calendar provides lots of possibilities.  Five
years ago, Jonathan signed HC up for a non-profit license of the Google Suite.  This is
saving the church roughly $60.00-80.00 per month.   Now all staff can see/add to the
calendar.

Lee clarified whether or not they needed a contact person for each event.  Jonathan will try to
add this information.  Jonathan mentioned “Whaling” which can occur when a churches
membership information such as emails are put on the website.  He suggested having a
backend system setup to manage the contacts and will speak to Kaylee about it.

Jonathan is also going to put together a budget request for two events next summer: Arts &
Music Camp.

Lee asked if Weddings/Funerals would be added to the calendar, and Jonathan said they will.

Jonathan will meet with the rest of the staff for training.

4) Update on Annual Audit – Ellen and Trevor
No findings on the Audit.  We have a video inventory thanks to Adam Alphin.  All that is left
is for the Vestry to review the report.  Ellen will then send a copy of the report and financial
fillings to the diocese, and we will be done for this year.  The deadline is for Sept. 1st.

Motioned by Pete Lake, LET IT BE RESOLVED that the vestry approves the completion of the
Audit for 2022.

Motion passes 5-0.

5) The option of wine during communion – Michael and Lee



The vestry had a general discussion on this subject but ultimately determined that the Worship
Committee should make a recommendation.  A survey will determine the parish's interest in
having wine added back to communion.  The Worship Committee can review these results as
part of their recommendation.

6) Outreach Presentations – Dan

Andy needs to know if this will be in addition to the homily, in place of the homily, etc.  What
are the time frames for them to speak?  Andy hopes to start in September.  Outreach will work in
conjunction with the marketing committee so that the parish can preview the organization before
them coming to visit us.  There are 12 organizations that we support.  The majority is financially,
but some are through labor such as Good Shepherd.  Lee mentioned that Good Shepherd is just
now opening for Lunches, no dinner.

Main decisions, what part of the service will this take place?  Lee suggested having the presenter
do a 5-7 presentation after the passing of the peace.   Pete Lake is doing the Guatemala outreach
and we will “test” having a presentation during this time slot in August.

Jonathan asked about a Time and Talent meeting as it is not scheduled for the year yet - Michael
mentioned that the Stewardship Committee discussed this.

Vestry would like the presenters to be present for both the 8 and 10:30 a.m. services.  Breakfast
will be served during the 9:00 a.m. hour and will be an opportunity for people to meet with the
outreach group.

III. Other Discussion

Pete discussed the Guatemala presentation that will happen during church.

Jerry discussed attributes that we should seek for in a new priest.

IV. ADJOURNMENT

Assigning of prayer leader for next meeting: Pete Lake

Closing Prayer – Adam Alphin

Adjourned by Michael Cobb at  7:48 p.m.

Respectfully Submited by,


